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PERTURBATION-ITERATION THEORY
FOR ANALYSING MICROWAVE STRIPLINES
ABSTRACT
by
BRIAN EDWARD KRETCH
A perturbation-iteration technique is presented for determin-
ing the propagation constant and characteristic impedance of an
unshielded microstrip transmission line. The method converges to
the correct solution with a few iterations at each frequency and
is equivalent to a full wave analysis. The perturbation-iteration
method gives a direct solution for the propagation constant with-
out having to find the roots of a transcendental dispersion
equation.
The theory is presented in detail along with numerical
results for the effective dielectric constant and characteristic
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
The analysis of infinite, straight, unshielded microwave strip-
lines is an area of great importance in microwave field theory.
Microwave striplines are used extensively in high frequency communi-
cation networks fer radar and satellite systems. Figure 1.1 shows
the cross section of typical unshielded and shielded microstrip
lines and also the related slot line. The effectiveness of
their use in circuits is contingent on how well the designer can
understand the striplines to know their properties and character-
istics. There has been a great deal of previous research in the
area of modeling and analysis of microwave striplines that encom-
passes three basic approaches: 1) static or quasi-TEM analysis,
2) dispersion modeling, and 3) fullwave analysis.
Wave propagation along a microwave stripline is similar to
pure TEM propagation. The differences arise due to the presence
of the ground plane and the dielectric substrate. At low frequen-
cies, these deviations are negligable so that the waves can be
analyzed as pure TEM waves. This is the foundation of the static
or quasi-TEM analysis. As the frequency increases, the frequency
effects become more predominant and the analysis must also include
these effects. This is the basis of the fullwave analysis. Models
of the microwave stripline can also be developed to simplify the
evaluation of high frequency properties. Such is the method used
(a)
(b)
(C)
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Figure 1.1 (a) Unshielded Microstrip Line, (b) Shielded Microstrip
Line, (c) Slot Line.	 (d) Shielded Slot Line.
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3in dispersion models.
The different approaches for analyzing the microwave stripline
all utilize the same basic boundary conditions. These boundary
conditions all emanate .rom Maxwell's Equations:
7xi--iA
vqx-i^+fir
v-p
v	 - 0	 (l. 1)
The media will be assumed to be isotropic which permits the following
relations:
D - KC CO
# - u	 (1.2)0
The boundary conditions will thus encompass the following:
EX , E z , Hy - 0
Ex, Ez, Hx, Hz
Hx H_x - -Jz
JxHz - Hz
- E p/E0Ey =y
at y - 0 and on the microstrip
are continuous across the air-dielectric
interface
(1.3)
where J  and J  are the components of the total current density
and p is the tonal charge density on the microstrip.
f^
4In Sec. 1.2 - 1.4, a brief review of past work on microwave
stripline propagation will be presented. This review will be
brief with further references provided so that a more complete
understanding of them may be acquired if desired.
1.2 Quasi-T.-.M Analysis
The first type of analysis examined will be tha static, or
quasi-TEM analysis. As previously mentioned, the wave propagation
at low frequencies (up to 1GRz) c&n be approximated by a pure TEM
wave. The foundation of this analysis is based on the previously
stated boundary conditions and contingent on a few basic assumptions.
Since the frequency, w , is assumed to be small and approach zero,
the terms jw$ and jJ iu ctaxwell's equations (1-2) may be
assumed to equal zero. In a different sense, this assumption states
that as w approaches zero, the wavelength a approaches infinity.
This assumption introduces negligible error into the stripline
analysis at sufficiently low frequencies. Thus, at any location
along the microstrip but not on the strip,
V x ^ - -jwu0A  x 0
On the strip, the condition still demands that
Using the relationship
,v
i - VxI
along with the Lorentz condition
7•1 - -Jwu
O O
E Km
the following two relationships can be developed:
V, I - _U 0I
Vt 	 - P/C o
These assumptions and equations form the basis by which different
quasi-static analyses are developed and employed.
The essential quantities to be solved for in the quasi-TEM
analysis are the characteristic impedance Z  and the propagation
constant 6 . These entities are obtained by first determining two
static capacitances per unit length along the stripline. The first
capacitance Ca
 is found by replacing the substrate by air while
maintaining the same configuration. The second capacitance C_
is defined as that of the stripline with the substrate present.
With these two quantities, the values of Z  and 6 may be solved
for by using the following equations:
Z a (1/c) 1/
	
(1.4a)
6-ko V C
	
(1.4b)
S
,s
a,
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6
where
c - Speed of light
k0 - O/c
An alternative approach to solving for Z  and 9 is to de-
dermine the static inductance per unit length of the microstrip
L0 using the relationship
L0 I0 - Az	on the microstrip
where
I - total z-directed current
0
A - z-directed vector potential
and leading to the solutions
- W y —LC
O O
2 - IC	 OCO
From the solution for the propagation constant 8 , an effective
dielectric constant Keff may be obtained. This is given by
2
Keff - ^k0
The significance of Keff is to have a simple direct relationship
between the quasi-TEM wave with a dielectric and the quasi .-TEM wave
with a dielectric having an effective dielectric constant %ff,
This permits eaby calculations of g at various frequencies.
There are many techniques used for solving for Z  and 9
along the infinite line. The following summarizes the more prominent
methods and lists references for further research if desired.
The first method is the Conformal Transformation Method 11-3J
This method solves for Co and Ca using a conformal transforma-
tion. The difficulty with this method is that the aicrostrip
structure cannot be conformally mapped into a different form which
is easily analyzed. Approximations would have to ':e incorporated
into the analysis which would decrease the accuracy of the method.
The second type of static analysis is the Variational Method 14-51
it this method, a stationary expression for the capacitance in terms
of charge distribution is formed. The charge distribution is
represented by
 :1 functional form containing one or more variational
parameters. The best approximation to the capacitance is then ob-
taine6 by choos;ng the variational parameters so as to make the
expression for the capacitance stationary. For a given accuracy,
the computations are of the same order of complexity as that of
other methods. Vie third method of analysis is the Relaxation
Method 16 ]. This technique divides the cross section of the strip-
line into a grid, assuming values of potentials at all points,
and then modifying these values, or "relaxing" them, by using a
t;
finite difference approximation to Laplace's equation for the
potential field. The final method is termed the Integral Equation
a
s
I",
8
Method 17 ]. This technigae uses a Green's Function to formulate
an integral equation to solve for the charge density. The capaci-
tances are then determined from the charge density and potential,
which has benn presumed to have assigned a constant value on the
conducting strip. These methods are the main ones employed in
solving for the unknown Z  and 8 under static conditions.
1.3 Dispersion Models
The second type of analysis of the straight, infinite,
unshielded microwave stripline is developing and applying disper-
sion models. The static analysis is useful in that it is an easy
approach for studying the waves at low frequencies. Its principal
deficiency, though, results from its failure to account for the
non-TEM nature of the waves at higher frequencies. In particuLar,
9 is not a linear function of m so the stripline is dispersive.
Also, the characteristic impedance increases slowly with frequency.
At sufficiently high frequencies, other modes begin to propagate.
Consequently, various ad hoc dispersion models have been developed
which help to analyze the striplines and take into account these
non-TEM characteristics. Furthermore, they help to present direct
relationships for Z  and 
reff in accordance with a specific
frequency. Theae models can thus contribute to a better understand-
ing of the wave propagation along the stripline over a more diverse
range of frequencies.
The first type of dispersion model is the Coupled TEM and TM
modes Model [ 8 ). This model developes a direct equation for Keff
L1___
 _.
f	 ^	 g
r^
based on the assumption that the non-TEM characteristics can be
attributed to the lowest order surface wave TM  mode. Empirical
Relations [ 9] have also been developed, based on various theor-
etical and experimental studies of wave dispersion which yield a
direct equation for the wave phase velocity. The Dielectric-
loaded Ridged Waveguide Model [10] and the Planar Waveguide Model
[11] alter the configuration of the microwave stripline structure
for ease of direct mathematical computation of 
Keff and Z  while
maintaining the same dispersion characteristics as that of the
stripline. The final dispersion model is the Coupled Transmiss 3n
Model [12]. T..is model describes the stripline in terms of coupled
TEM and TE modes using coupled transmission lines and basic circuit
analysis to solve for 
Keff and Zc. The consequences of using
dispersion models will be to cause the stripline to be easier to
mathematically analyze while sacrificing some accuracy in the results.
The various approximate dispersion models are useful in many
engineering applications but generally are not sufficiently accurate
in critical applications where the exact values of Z  and 6 are
needed.
1.4 Full Wave Analysis
The final and most accurate microstrip analysis is the Fullwave
c	
Analysis [13-17]. This method makes no quasi-static assumptions while
,w
analyzing the microstrip configuration exactly as given with no con-
	
a
version to analytically simpler, but less accurate, dispersion models.
S	 The follwave analysis employs an integral equation method in either
	 i
6	 @
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the space or Fourier transform domain and is solve(. using the method
of moments. These different techniques are initially based on equiva-
lent representations of the waves along the microstrip. The analysis
then assumes that the propagating wave is composed of hybrid TE and
TM modes along the line due to two separate scalar potentials. The
individual wave entities due to separate modes are converted to the
Fourier Transform Domain (FTD) where they can be evaluated. By
applying the correct boundary conditions in conjunction with one of
the afformentioned methods of analysis, the waves can be solved for
along a stripline. The boundary conditions used are those given in
Sec. 1.1 with no assumptions made concerning the waves or strip-
line. The spatial domain solution applies the boundary conditions
using a Green's function integral in the space domain. The unknown
current is expanded in terms of a suitably chosen set of basis
functions. This will result in computatign of the amplitudes of the
longitudinal and transverse currents using the method of moments.
The FTD solution uses a Green's function applied in the FTD to solve
for the current amplitudes. This is done using Galerkin's Method
along with an infinite weighted set of current density basis func-
tions. The fullwave analysis can thus be used to examine the wave
nature of the stripline with extreme accuracy with one important
consequence: the analysis is very complicated with a great deal of
numerical analysis required. The propagation constant 8 comes from
the dispersion equation that is obtained and since this dispersion
equation is a complicated transcendental equation, finding its roots
ii
is quite comp^tx. The dispersion equation gives the propagation
constant of higher modes as well as that of the quasi-TEM mode.
This important factor must be taken into account when choosing a
technique for stripline analysis.
1.5 Perturbation-Iteration Method
The methods for analyzing the infinite straight, unshielded
microwave stripline that have been previously developed each have
their usefullness as well as their deficiences. The quasi-TEM
analysis is adequate for analyzing the microstrip at low frequen-
cies in a simple manner but is not sufficiently accurate at high
frequencies. The dispersion model permits the analysis to be done
with mathematical ease while sacrific-Ing accuracy due to the
approximations inherent to the models. The fullwave analysis is
very accurate at all ranges of frequencies- but is extremely cumber-
some in computations. A new technique has been developed to
analyze the waves along the stripline which offers greater simpli-
city than existing fullwave analysis. This method, the Perturbation-
Iteration Method, initially solves for the field components at quasi-
TEM frequency values. As the frequency increases, the entities are
found using frequency dependent Green's functions and an iteration
method to successively yield greater accuracy. At each iteration
level the value of 6 as the previously determined one is used to
formulate the new frequency dependent Green's functions at the new
frequency. The iteration is then carried out to yield a new more
accurate 0 and a field solution that satisfies the field equations
12
7
at higher frequencies. The effective frequency range is theoret-
ically infinite which makes this technique attractive and useful.
The most important feature that distinguishes this method from the
full wave analysis described above is that E is found explicitly
instead of being determined from a complex dispersion equation.
The pertinent equations and techniques of the Perturbation-Iteration
Method will be developed for the complete analysis of the waves
along the stripline in this thesis. The theory is developed in
Chap. 2 along with the required Green's functions. Chapter 3
presents extensive numerical ant graphical results for the propa-
gation constant 6 as a function of dielectric constant of the
substrate, width to height ratio of the stripline, and frequency.
The corresponding results for characteristic impedance are also
presented. The final chapter is the concluding one and contains
suggestions for further work and a brief discussion of a pertur-
bation method that was initially developed but abandoned in favor
of the Perturbation-Iteration Method.
CHAPTER 2
PERTURBATION-ITERATION METHOD THEORY
2.1 Introduction
The Perturbation-Iteration Method used for analyzing the
infinite, straight, unshielded, microwave stripline is a
straightforward approach which utilizes two static Green's
functions, three frequency dependent Green's functions, and
Fourier representations of the quantities associated with
the microstrip structure. As the theory is developed, certain
assumptions and approximations are made to help carry out the
procedure in a much easier and faster farhion. The stripline
structure is displayed again in Fig. 2.1 with an important
assumption applied to it: ground plane sidewalls are put on
both sides of the microstrip structure to allow for Fourier
representation of the fields along the stripline. The valid-
ity of inserting the side walls is based on the assumption
that all of the fields decay to approximately zero at a reason-
able distance from the microstrip. The stripline is oriented
to allow for propagation of the fields in the +z direction
with a propagation constant S . The dielectric substrate is
considered to be uniform, linear, isotropic and possess a
dielectric constant K . The thickness of the stripline is
taken to be infinitely thin and therefore neglected. For
certain calculations, the stripline is assumed to be just
above the dielectric substrate in the air-filled region at a
:,..l............
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Figure 2.1 Unshielded Microstrip Line with Ground Plane Side Walls.
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height of y H+.	 I
The basic approach of the Perturbation-Iteration Method
begins with a static analysis of the fields by letting w - 0.
This yields a static charge density p and +z directed
current density J  being determined and used to solve for 9
and the characteristic impedance Zc . The next step is to
increase the frequency by a small increment allowing B to
be approximated from the static analysis. New values of p
and J  are subsequently determined which are used to solve
for new 0 and Z  at the given frequency and which are
more accurate than the previously approximate values. This
scheme may be repeated while maintaining w constant which
improves the values of 0 and Z  or by increasing w to
yield new values of 0 and Z  so as to cover a broader
range of frequencies. At any one frequency, three or four
iterations are usually sufficient to give values for 6 and
z  that are essentially the exact converged values.
Before the mathematical theory is developed, an enumer-
ation procedure is established to clarify the interpretation
of the various field quantities. This theory involves a
continuously iterating process which must be monitored so
that proper field entity values of particular iterative
levels are operated on correctly. The various field entities,
such as E, H,, tJ, 0, and p, all contain a subscript to
signify the level of iteration being referred to. As an
16
example, 0 has an iterating enumeration of 00' 01 , 02, etc.
The three Green's functions also contain an iterating enumerat-
ion that is signified by a superscript while being separately
designated by a subscript. Thus, the first Green's function has
an iterating enumeration of Gig Gi g Gig etc. and similarly for
the seconu Green's function. The third Green's function iter-
ates similarly except it begins with the 1 level iteration.
The o level iteration in all of the quatities are referred
to as the static values since at this iteration, the frequency
always equals zero. Additionally, Gi and GZ are static
functions while at further iterations, they become frequency
dependent functions. The propagation constant $ has an
iterating enumeration of 0l , 02' S3' etc. There is no do
since there is no wave propagation on the stripline at w - 0.
The characteristic impedance Z  has an iterating enumeration
of Z
co cl cZ, Z , Z , etc. The frequency and frequency de-
pendent variable (wave number)
k° w VIF F
also have an iterating enumeration. The frequency iterates in
the manner wl , w2 , w 3 , etc. while k  iterates in the
fashion ko,l k
o,2 ko,3' etc. Since the stripline is speci-
fied using cartesian coordinates, the subscripts x, y, and z
are added to signify particular components of vector quanti-
ties. As an example, Aly signifies the y-component of the
:a
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vector potential X in the 1 level iteration. Many of the
quantities are expressed by using Fourier aeries represents-
tion. Each particular Fourier component is assign id a sub-
script n to mean the nth component. Examples of this nota-
tion are Jozn and GIn
 . Jozn denotes the nth Fourier
component of the static z directed current density while G 2n
denotes the nth Fourier component of the second Green's
function in the 1 level iteration. Any Fourier components of
3A
vnderivatives will be designated as, for example, ay— -	 Two
frequency dependent parameters which are defined later in the
theoretical development also sequentially iterated. They are
displayed and iterate in the fashion w
	 , w	 , w	 . etc.ln,l	 1n, 2
	1n,3
and 
W2n i1 ' W
2n,2' 02n,3, etc. Certain values which are deter-
mined are not exact values but are rather relative values which
are subsequently correctly staled. They are designated using
a subscript "r" as, for example, A
oz,r. 
Where current and
charge densities are used to calculate the total currents and
charges, respectively, the subscript "T" is used to denote
a total quantity. Thus, I 1 means the total 1 level
current. The del operator is also modified in certain sit-
uations to V  to mean the operation is carried out with
respect to the transverse components only. In this thesis,
it is always the x and y components which are transverse.
The basic field equations initially are developed in the gen-
eral case with no iterative subscripts. The iterating
18
enumeration subsequently is applied to these equations while
developing the proper Green's functions and wave solutions to
use in the Perturbation-iteration Method.
A modification to the calculations is employed which
facilitates an easier and faster analysis. With reference to
Fig. 2.1, all dimensions of the microstrip structure are
measured relative to one-half of the width W of the stripline.
Therefore, the microstrip is considered 2 units wide, the
side ground walls extend from -a to a where a - W and
the he! .ght of the dielectric substrate equals a where a 8 .W
For certain calculations, the stripline is then located at a
height y m a+. This modification permits this analysis to
apply to any size .structure with proper scaling applied to the
dimensions of it.
2.2 The Field Equations
The analysis begins with the formulation of the field
equations. Since the fields are assumed to be propagating
down the stripline in the +z direction, they may be represented
r,
as
I - Vx, Y)e -j8z
-j Bz
- ^(x. y)e
-j a=	 -j aZ
t . Vx. Y) e	P ° P(x. Y)e
-j Oz- j Oz
H H(x, y ) e	 J ! J(x, y)e
The field equations are developed by employing Maxwell's
equations
19
vxE
	 a 
-jWUHt 0
V xH - 
at 
+
t
 - jWeoK(y)E + I
V E - „0V•A - o
V - ll - Fov -(K(Y) E) - P
We let
v x H- µ V x V x A- u (v0-I V2A)- jWeoK(Y)E +J	 (2.1)
0	 0
Using the Lorentz condition:
V .1 - —j W)l0 e0K(Y)
VV •
4.
 A - -j WuOeo ( K (Y) W11  e0 I K(y)VO + O VK(Y) J
and combining with (2.1) results in
-Jwe0 IK(y)Vm + OVK
Combining (2.2) with
— j We0K(Y)VO —jWe0
(Y)l - u V21 - jweoK (Y)E + 1	 (2.2)
0
E _ -join - vm gives
OVK(y)- 111 	- i + W2E0K(Y)I-JWe0K(y)70
O
which can be written as
V21 - V21 + Vz1 m V 21 -621--u I-W2u0EOK(Y)A-jWµoECPVK(Y)
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Letting ko 0 w2 U0E0 gives the final equation for A
02 A + ( K(y ) k2-s 2 ) A -u 1 -JwU E OVK(Y)t	 O	 O	 O O (2.3a)
The y component of this equation is
7tAy + ( K (y ) ko-o2 ) Ay 	 -Jwu0E0(1-K)m(a)6(Y-a) 	 (2.3b)
Note that 7K(y) - ay ( 1-K) S(Y-a)	 since K(y) undergoes a
step change from K to 1 as y crosses the point y . a.
a2A
In order that the second derivative term --Y yields a delta
a^2 	DA
function term, Ay must be continuous at y a and ay y
must have a discontinuity of strength ,jw{JOEO (1-K)O at y - a.
A similar equation for m is developed. We begin with
0 ' U a P
4 * (K (Y)
	
e
0
Substituting in E	 -jwA - elm yields
P
K(y)v • (-Jw1 am) - E -i'VK(Y)
0
By using the Lorentz condition we obtain
Vt m- (K (y)k0-a 2 ) 0	 K(y)E + EK(Y)
7T
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,I
E (1-K)6(y-a)
V20 - (K (y ) k2 - B2 )0 -	 V	 K(Y)
Since the stripline is assumed to be at y - a+ , the source
E (1-K) d(y-a)
term K(y)e - -L • The term v K(y)	 equals zero
0	 0
at all points y f a since d(y - a) 0 at these points.
This term may be eliminated from the partial differential
equation through use of an appropriate boundary condition on
a0/3y at y - a, as we demonstrate below. We can replace
i• VK(y) by
E aK
	
- -( jwA + a0 ) aKy ay	 y	 ay ay
and rewrite the equation for 0 in the form
K(Y)I 3y + ^ + ^] + a0 as + K2 (Y)ko 0L Y	 Y Y 1
ay K(y) at + K(y) r 
a2z 
+ 
a2z 1 +K2 (Y) k2 0L aR	 ay
- - 
a + JWAy (K
-1) b (Y-a)
O
since Ay is continuous at y - a. If we integrate this
equation once with respect to y about a vanishing small
interval centered on y - a and take note of the fact that
p is assumed to be just above the interface we obtain
22
CL
r	 1	
a+
J - aY 
CK(Y) 3Y]dY	 K(Y) 3y
a	 a
"' 1 - K aY ( - 
jw(K-1) A
y
 (a)
a+	a_
This is the required boundary condition on 2q at the
interface. In each region y < a and y > a we note that
VK(y)=0. Hence we can solve for 0 in each region and proper-
ly join the two solutions using the above boundary conditions.
Thus the equation for 0 that is used is
Vt t + ( K (Y)ko - s2 )0 - - E	 (2.4a)0
along with the boundary conditions that 0 is continuous
across the air-dielectric interface and
aY I _ K	 jw(K-1) Ay (a)	 (2.4b)
a+ 	
In the lowest order solution Ay is zero so K(Y) 2q is
made continuous at y - a.
23
2.3 Zero Order Solution
The Perturbation-Iteration Method commences with the
evaluation of the static field entities and Green ' s functions.
In the static analysis, w - 0 and therefore 0 - 0. Thus,
the wave equations reduce to Poisson's equations and are
72 10 - 
-p o o(K)6(Y-a+)	 (2.5)
02 mo 
- - 
PW 6 (Y' a+)	 (2.6)
0
At the static level there is only a D.C. charge and current on
the microstrip. This translates into the following cond4^1^n:
- J aO	 ox Z
Therefore (2.5) reduces to a scalar Poisson equation
Ot
 AoZ - 
-
uoJOZ W 6 (Y-a+)
	
(2.7)
The two static Green's function, Gi and G2, are now
developed to facilitate the solutions of the equations (2.7)
and (2 . 6), respectively. These functions will be developed
using Fourier series analysis. Only the odd harmonics are
required since the solution must be even about x = 0.
24
The Green ' s function Gi 1s found first and is used to
solve for J
oz 
in the integral equation:
2
 r
1	 A
Gi (x,x',y,y') 
Joz
(x ' , y ') dx' - oz - 1	 (2.8a)f	 00
obtained by setting AOz equal to uo on the strip. This
value of A	 is shown later to bo_ a relative value that can
oz
be correctly scaled to yield the true value of J
oz
Since relative values are used, the above is rewritten as
/' 1
2 1 Gi JOZ'r dx '	 Aoz ' r m 1
	 (2.8b)
0	 0
G1 is chosen to satisfy the equation
72 Gi	 y')
	
(2.9)
with boundary conditions
o aGlGl, 2y are continuous at y o
Gi is continuous at y . y'
^'rl a 0 at y - 0, m.
G1 m 0 at x m a, -a
^' "'•3SLL4
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f
Assume that the solution is:
ansinhwnycoswnx	 y 6 Y'
1	 '=	 - Y
bne 
wn 
coewnx	 y 3 y r
{
_ nn
W  2a
I
1
In solving for G0 , the following Fourier series representation,
which is employed throughout the entire analysis, is used:
A coswnx - 6(x-x')
n-1,3..
t
cosw x'
A - -	 n
n	 a
Equation (2.9) is integrated across the discontinuity y',
taking Fourier components only, to give
Y
+
'
3Gln 	 coswnx'
37
a
Y-
Finally, by satisfying the boundary condition of Gi being
continuous at y', employing the above, and taking only the
Fourier components, the Fourier coefficients are solved for:
a
n 
sin w y' - b 
n 
e-Way
n
r 1T."
26
-w '	 coew x'
-w b e ny - w a coshes y' -	 °
nn	 nn	 n	 a
r
Thus,
e
_wny'
coew x'
a ^
	 n
n	 w a
u
sinhw ay' coswnx'
b
n	 w a
n
Since the source points of Aoz, r are on the stripline,
the conversion y' . a will be made. Hence G 0 is given
by	 -w a
e 
n 
coswn	
n
x'
s
sinhw y coew x y $ a
	
wa	 n
o(2.10)
1	 = sinhw a cosw x' -w
	
as 	
n e n 
y 
coswnx y 3 a
nl1,3..	 n
nn
wn 2a
The Green's function G0 is solved for in order to
solve the equation
f
1
260
 (x.x',y.y')po(x'.y') dx' - e o	. 1	 (2.11)
0
where mo is set equal to 
a 
on the microstrip. In the
0
same manner as AOz , this value of 00 is nominal and is
used later to properly scale Aoz r and Joz r.
GZ must satisfy the equation
OC GZ
with boundary conditions
0	
2G2
GZ , K(Y) 9y	 are continuous at y . a
GZ is continuous at y'
G2 -0 at y-0, m
GZ - 0 at x w a, -a
Assume that the solution is:
m
an sinhwny coswnx 	 0$ y $ a
n-1,3..
GZ	
e(bn %Y + cnewny ) coswnx	 a < y < y'
nm1,3..
Edne wny coswnx	 y'< y
n-1,3..
na
wn 0 2a
27
As shown before,
28
Y'
aGo	 cosw nx'2n
ay	 a
y'
ac°
The boundary conditions of continuity of GZ and K(y) 2
Y
at y . a, continuity of GZ at y - y', using the above,
and taking only Fourier components yields the following equa-
tions,
_W CL	 W 
a sinhwa - be n +c en
n	 n	 n	 n
-wa	 W 
Kwnan coshwna . -wnbne n +wncne n
-w y'	 w y'	 -w y'
b e n + c e n o d e n
n	 n	 n
-w y'	 -w y'	 w y'	 cosw x'
w d e n + w b e n - w c e n 	 n
n n	 n n	 n n
a
3
Once again, by assuming that the source points are on the
microstrip and setting y' . a, the final solution becomes
cosw x'sinhw y
w a(sinhw a + Kcoshw a) coswnx	 0 .< y < a
n	 n
G2	was -wny
cosw nx'sinhwnae e
w a(sinhw a+ Kcoshw a) coswnx	 a S y
n®1,3.. n	 n	 n
(2.12)
1
29
FG
f:
c
nn
wn 2a
The numerical solutions for p  and 
Joz.r 
are next performed.
To accomplish this task, (2.8) and (2.11)	 are utilized
with the respective Green ' s functions G  and GZ. Since
the potentials are being fixed and measured on the microstrip,
the observation points of Gi and GZ
	 are at y - a. As
previously indicated, Aoz r is fixed to the constant value
of 
u 
and 0o
 is fixed to the constant value of e o . These
0
values are nominal and permit easier calculations of J
oz r
and po . They basically represent the level of excitation on
the microstrip and can obviously be varied to any values.
The values of 
Aoz,r 
and J
oz r	
are properly scaled at
a later point. As is also
	 shown, the amplitudes of
both potentials are independent of 8 and 2c . The first
source to be determined 	 is	 Joz r- The process begins
with (2.8)
(^ 1	 AJ	 o	 , ^ oz,r2	 G1 
Joz,r 
dx	 uo	 1
0
1	 -w a
J
i^ mm
` 
cosw x' sinhw a e n
2	
L	 w a	 n	
coswnx J
oz r dx'	 (2.13)
0	 n-1,3..	 n
G1 is simplified and approximated to permit an easier evalu-
ation. We rewrite the expression for Gi as follows:
The series identity
2	 4
lnItanul - lnjxj + 3 + 90 + 	 .
m
is applied to Gla' the dominant terms are retained,
30
-w a
0p	 cosw x'sinhw a e n
Gi - E	 n	 n	 coswnx
n-1,3..	 was
-2w a
coswnx'(1-e ° )
coswnx
n-1,3..	 was
-2w a
21m [ coswn (x-x') + coswn (x+x')]fl-e n 1
By applying the identity [ ]
^	 ]nu
Re	 en - 2 Re In 1 + e ]u] - _ 2 Initan 2
n-1,3..	 1 - e
j
 J
to G1, the result is
Go - - 1 ln[tan -!-Ix-x' I tan a lx+x'I]1	 4n	 4a	 4a
cash 8 + ces Za (x-x')lrcosh na +
-	 in87r
Lcosh 8 - cos w (x-x' ) cosh a -
cos 2a(x+x')^
cos ! (x+x') }
0	 0
- Gla + Glb
r..
......	
......._...........................
result is
Glo	 8n In 4a 4n In1(x2-xt2)1 - yTr (x2+x'2)
1807 (4a)4(x4+6x2x +x
1 2	 14
The series identities
2	 4
coshx - 1 + 21 + L + .
2	 4
coax -1- 21 +4-+. .
are applied to Gib, the dominant terms are retained, and the
result is
Go. n In 4a + 1 In(I(2a ) 2 + (x-x' ) 2 lI(2a) 2 + (x+x')2)}
+ 727 (4a)4 [(x-x' ) 4 + (x+x')4I
+	 3 (8a)2 9n (4a)4(2a)2l(x2+x'2)
37 (Sa)2 (2a) 2 + 367 (4a)4(2a)4
On the stripline, 
a and a are very small provided a is
chosen to be greater than or equal to 10. The two functions
Gia and Gib are recombined and, after employing the fact
31
32
that terms containing (-L
a
 ) 4 are negligibly small and thus dis-
carded, the final result is:
Gl	 4n ( In Ix2- x' 2 I - 2 In { I(2a) 2+ (x-x')2]
I(2a) 2+ (x + x') 2 J } + 3 (4a)L (2a)2 I	 (2.14)
The current density J
oz,r 
is approximated by a series
of the form
J	 (x')
	
o+ 11x'2+ 12x ,4
+ 13x,6
oz,r
1 _ x,2
This form gives J
oz,r 
the required singular behavior at
X - i•
 1. The coefficients Ia , I1 , I2 , and I3
 are solved
for to determine the current density Joz, r' By substituting
	
Gi and J
oz r
	
back into (2.13), the result is
- f
1
zn
{1n1x2-x' 2 1 - 1 n{[(2a) 2 + (x -x' ) 2 l[(2m) 2 + (x +x' )2]}
0 l
+ 2 n	 2	 Ia + Ilx' 2 + I2x' 4 + I3x'6
	
3(-aj(2,0 r	 dx'	 1
	
11	
1-x'2
Point matching on the microstrip is used to solve for the
four unknown current density coefficients by performing the
integrations, sequentially letting x - 4 ' 2' 4' and 1,
33
and then using the four equations to sclve for the four unknown
coefficients. The individual integrals are solved utilizing the
implicit transformations:
x - sine
X1 - sine'
x2-x' 2 
-2( cos2e' - cos2e)
dx' - coae'de'
m
1nl (core' - cose)] _ - 	 2coanncosne' 	 ln4
n- .2..
Thus we find that
1
_ Ono r ln(x2 - x'2)	 ds'
-	
ln2Zo
r	 J0	 x'2
I 1
r	 _ 211fo x' 2 1n(x2 - x2) dxv
- al (2x2
 + ln4 - 1)
 (---, 2
y	
x
Ir	
1
- 2I2 r
	 1 41n(x2	
(	
- x' dx) 	 r - I2	 4	 2	 3	 7)(x	 + x + 4 ln4 - 8
4n 
J 
0r . 	1- x,2
11
8
1
213
	 x' 6ln(.x	 - x'2)	 dx'
-4n p	 1 _ x,2
(	 64( 3L6 + 4x4 + 6x2 - 31 + 51n4)
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12n 3 (4a ) 2 C2a) 2Io^ 	 1	 ^ 3 (4a)2(2a)210
0	
1 - x,2
2n 3 (4a)2(2a)2I1 rl 	 x 2	 dx' - 6 (4a)2(2a)2I1
J], - 20
0
1 2 n 2	 2	
1	
x04	 ,	 1	 2	 2
2n 3 (4a) (2a)12 	dx - 2 (8a) (2a) 12
0	
1 - x,2
1	 ,6
2n 3 (4a)2(2a)2I3 r	
x	 dx' 3 (16a)2 (2a)2I30	 1 -x,2
0
The integral terms
4irf 1ln[(2a ) 2 + (x - x') 2 3[ (2m) 2 + (x + x')2]
0
j Io + Ilx' 2 + I2 x04 + I3x' 61 ,
j` 	 Jdx
1- x'2
cannot be solved in a closed form fashion and, thus are numer-
ically evaluated using a Simpson ' s Rule approximation. The
substitution x' . sin6' is employed to avoid a singularity in
the calculation at x' . 1.
Once the current density coefficients have been solved
for, the total current on the microstrip IoT,r is evaluated
by using the integral on the following page:
35
1
IoT,r w 2 JuT,r dx
0
J
2 (•1Io + Iix'
I
22 + I2x94 + I3x16 dx,
0 	 x'2 
and the substitution x' a sine. This yields the result:
ZoT,r n(I0 + 2 I 1 + 8 I 2 + 16 I3)
The charge density p  and subsequent total charge qoT are
solved for in a similar manner as Joz,r and IoT r' The evalua-
tion begins with (2.11)
2f
1
GZ po	 dx' - eo to - 1	 (2.15)
J
GZ is simplified by expressing it as a function of Gi.
Go	
m	
coswnx ' sinhwnacoswnx
2 L. w
n	 n	 n
a(sinhw a + Kcoshw a)
K ++ 1 rGi + r nit coawnx'sinhwna
LLL	 n^,+3..
-w a\\
(sinhwna + Kcoshwna - 2 e 
n )coswnx
The charge density p a (x') is approximated by the series
qo + glx,2 + 42x .4 + q3,6
POW) -
which is similar to that used for the current density. Thus,
in the same manner as before, the four unknown charge density
coefficients are solved for by substituting the expressions
for p o and GZ into (2.15), performing the integrations, and
solving the four equations obtained by point matching at x .
4 , 2 4 , and 1 for the unknown charge density coefficients
q  ' ql ' q2 + and q 3 . The integrals
1
2	 0	 ,2
	 ^;T+--1 Cl p  dx
0
are performed in the same way as before using the approxima-
tion of Gi and the Simpson's Rule approximation. The remaining
integrals
1
	
4 sinhwna	 K+ 1	 -w ° a
coswnx
x	 l	
-2e
t n=1 3. n	 K + 1	
sinhwna + co wna
q + q x,2 + q x,4 + 4 x'6
	coswnx' 
0	 1	 2	 3	 dx'
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are carried out using a Simpson's Rule approximation and the
substitution x' - sing ' to avoid the singularity at x' m 1.
37
The total charge qoT on the microstrip is determined by
using the integral:
1
qoT	 pOW) dxv
Jr
O
and the substitution x' - sin9'. This yields
1	 .3	 5qoT n(q +o 2 q1 + 8 42 + 16 q3)
With the results of I
oT, r and qoT , the static Zco and
Keff o is determined. At w -0 , Bo • 0. Therefore, S1 is in-
corporated into the analysis with the frequency being set equal
to zero at the conclusion of the static case. Beginning with
the equation
E  . -jw 110
 - 
V^o
EOz 9 -jwAoz + j610o
On the strip,
EOZ s 0 - -jwAOz + j0 0 - -jwLoloT+ j 91 q oT (2.16)
In this equation, Lo Aoz/IoT is the static inductance per
38
unit length of line and Co goT/0o is the static capacitance
per unit length of line. Using C2.8)
r1	 A
2J
G1 JOZ dxr - zJ	 o
0
it is evident that AOz and JOz are directly proportional to
Aoz r and Joz r , respectively. Thus, the value of L o can also
be determined from Lo Aoz,r/IoT,r' This illustrates why the
values of 01 and Zco , as yet to be determined, are indepen-
dent of the nominal value of Aoz,r• The value of Co is also
independent of the level of 0o by the same reasoning. From the
continuity equation
BJox
as - iSli1)z M _JWIP0
Integrating over the width of the microstrip yields
81IoT 
0 
W1goT
	 (.2.17)
since Jox s 0 across the strip. Combining (2.16) and (2.17)
finally results in
S1 W1 LoCo
	 (2.18)
This is the value of the propagation constant in the zero
v.
r
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frequency limit and is also used as the approximate value in
the 1 level iteration. As can be seen, 01 0 at wl 0 which is
consistent with all of the previous theory.
A value of Keff o is determined at w  0 by defining it
as follows:
Keff,o k^l 
Zo  ' 
c Loco	(2.19)
0,1
The final parameter to solve for is the characteristic
impedance Zco of the stripline. This is easily determined by
the following:
S11oT
^	
w1Co	 L
Zco . 1-0	 I . ^	 (2.20)
oT	 oT	 o
The current and charge density coefficients are now
scaled correctly as they are needed, properly scaled, for fu-
ture calculations. Equation (2.16)
wA
oz Sl0o
properly relates the levels of the potentials. Let
A	 KA
oz	 oz,r
1
•	
......, y..,	 rr _.:	 ^,	 ♦:.....Ynryy'^I`^....- .	 ...:......	 ..	 f_ .	 r.:. t':TitTt ..	 t.	
_	 ...	 ..... ..	 ..	 r	
.r	 A..	 ...
t 38
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i
where K is the constant of proportionality which correctly
scales AQz . As stated previously,
oz,r	 u0
on 1
O E
4
Thus
K . 81
Wp0E0
which, from (2.8), is also the constant of proportionality be-
tween JOz and J
oz r- The 	 the current density and, fur-
thermore, total current IoT is properly scaled by the relations
Joz	
c 
2 
Loco Joz,r	 (2.21a)
IoT	 c 2 Loco IoT,r
	
(2.21b)
2.4 Higher Order Solutions
The analysis continues with the calculation of 8 2 and Zcl
at a finite frequency wl . The value of W1 should be low enough
to use the static solution as a good first approximation be-
fore calculating a better value of S. The procedure continues
with the calculation of the Fourier coefficients of p o and
JOz . This is done using
41
1
Pon " of po (x')coswttx'dx'	 (2.22x)
0 1
on af Jo z (x')coswtlx'dx'	 (2.22b)
0
along with the substitution x' w sine'. These integrals are
solved numerically using a Simpson's Rule approximation. A
sufficient amount of coefficients should be calculated until
pon and Jon are very nearly equal to zero.
The Fourier representation of A Oz and 0o are solved for
at any point in the cross-section of the stripline. Aoz
satisfies (2.8)
Vt
 AOz	 uoJOZ(x)S(Y-a)
with the boundary conditions
DA
AOZ' 
ay 
Oz are continuous at y - a .
Y
Aoz a0 aty-0, m .
Apz -0 atx s a, -a .
A Fourier representation of A02 is used. Assume
42
m
Ansinh ny coewnx	 y $ a
n-1,3..
A
	
oz	 -way
Bne 
	
coewnx	 y >" a
n-1,3..
	The coefficients, An and Bn ,	 are solved for by invoking
continuity of AOz at y w a and integrating (2.8) over a small
region centered on y - a , thus
-w a
Aa inhwna - ne n
C1
aAozn	
-wnBne was 
- 
roA^^coshwn
a ' -NOJonY
I a+
110
	
	
-w a
 n
A	 a	 Jn	 wn	
on
LoBn Wo sinhw n a Jon
n
Therefore, the Fourier representation of AOz is
0 q -w a
L1..' w e n Jonsinhwna coewnx	 Y ,< a
ns1,3.. n
	
AOZ	
r	
(2.23)
L.r	 yw-0 sinhwna Jon a 
wn 
coswnx	 y 3 a
t	
n°1.3.. n
f
s
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0  is found using (2.11)
P
V2t o 
- o d(Y-Y')
0
with the boundary conditions
am
0° . K(y) a continuous at
Y
y a a
00 continuous at y - y'
0 -0 at y-0, m0
00 = 0 at y - a, -a
Assume
m
ansinhwny cuswnx	 0 F y s a
n-1,3..
m	 _Y	 wy
0	 w	 (b 
aw 
°+ c e°) cosw x	 a 5 Y s Y'
o	 n	 n	 n
n-1,3..
Fdne 
w1Y 
coswnx	 y', y
n-1,3..
The equations used to solve for the unknown coefficients emanate
from the continuity of 0 at y - a, the continuity of
30 °
K(y) 3y	 at y - a, the continuity of 00 at y - y', and the
t
6	
'
f
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integration of (2.11) over y. Thus,
-Wa
	 W 
ansinhwna - bne n + cne n
-wa	 W a
Kanwncoswna - - bnwna a + cnWne n
-W y'
bne n + cne n - dne n
	
^	 ^	 r
	
-Wy	 -Wy	 wy	 P
- 
dnwne n - (- bnWne n + 
	
n ) - enn
0
After solving the equations for the coefficients and letting the
source point y' - a , the result becomes
Pon sinhwny
cosw x	 y ,< n
n-1,3 .. eown (sinhwna + Kcoshwna)	
n
.	 'w Y	
(2.24)
^o	
m	 Ponewnasinhwna e n
	
r	 cosw x	 y >, a
n 113.. Eown (sinhwn	a + Kcoshwa)	 n
The analysis continues with the next iteration of field
entities. The frequency is raised to w  and the propagation
constant is approximated using the static solution of d l . The
Green's functions are also redeveloped as they are now chosen to
he frequency dependent. All of the following theoretical develop-
ment will be enumerated as the 1 level iteration. It should be
noted that all further iteration processes will be carried out in
the exact same format.
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In the zero frequency limit Aox and Aoy are both zero. At
W MW 1  this is no longer true, but nevertheless the first correc-
tions for A
lZ 
and Aly are small. It is possible to find both
A,, and Aly approximately by using the solutions for A
oz and
mo . We can then find better approximations to Az and m, which
are labelled Alz and 01. We can then iterate again to obtain
improved solutions for 
A2x and A2y and then for A 2 z and 02.
After a few iterations the solutions converge to stable values, at
which point the frequency w is increased to w2 . The solutions
obtained at w  are used in a similar iteration process to find
the converged solution at w - w2.
Aly is the first field entity to be found. From (2.3b), Aly
must satisfy
Ioc - ( s2 - K(Y)k2 M Aly . iwpoeoOo ay	 (2.25)
where
3K(Y) - - (K-1)6(Y-a)Dy
i
i
Note that the known potential 0 o
 is used on the right hand side.
The solution for Aly isI a
Aly
	
	
G3 [-Jw)le E (K-1) Ic (a)l dx'
a
I	 .,
i
i
i
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The Green's function G3 will be chosen to satisfy the equation
	
[CC-(9i-K(y ) k2 )] G3 	- 6(x-x') 6 (Y-y')
	
(2.26)
with the boundary conditions
1 aG3
G3, ay are continuous at y - a
a G3
ay - 0 at y - 0
G3 - 0 at x - a, -a
Assume
cosw x'
An	
an coshw2n,ly coawnx	 y $ a1	 n-1,3..
G3	
coswnx'	
-wln,ly
Bn	 a	 e	 coawn x	 y 3 a
n-1,3..
where
w2n.1 v wn Kk
o,l+ S1	 wln,l wn - ka
.l + s1
The unknown coefficients are determined by using equations satis-
fying continuity of G3 at y - a and the integral of (2.26) over
a small interval along y centered on y - a	 Thus
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4
A 
n 
coshw 2n,l - B n 
e-W In,l a
- W 
ln'l B n e 
-W 
lnIl C& - 
W2n,l A n sinhw 2r'l a - - 1
Hence,
A m	
1
n	 W 2n,l sinhw 2n,l a + W In,l coshw 2n,l a
B =	 coshw 2n.l" 
W ln,l a
n	 W 2n,l sinhw 2n,l a + W ln'l coshw 2n,l OL
and the solution G 1 is3
cosw x 1 coshw
n	 2n.1y Cosw x y $ a
n- a(w	 sinhw	 a2n.1	 2n,l + W	 coshw	 a)In,l	 2n,l
1
G
3
W	 CL -Wln,l	 ln,ly (2.27)
cosw 
n 
X1 
^-)shw 2n.1' e Cosw x y >' a
nwl,3 sinhw	 a + W	 cosw	 a)a(w 2n,l	 2n,l	 ln,I	 2n,l
n
where
J
2 _^2	 2
W	 +
a	 O ' l	 1
2	 2
W	 W	 Kk	 +2n,l	 n	 O'l
2
1
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The solution for Aly at y a a is
r-jwluo'o (K-1)coshw2n . la 0on(CO
A.1y
	
n°G1•,+3.. w	 sinhw	 a+ w	 coshes	 a 
coew 
n 
x
2nj	 2n ,1	 ln,l	 2n,1
a
The quantity !!Ix I	 + can now be determined and is
	
ay	 y 0 a
(2.28)
Mly
	a	 +	 wIn,1A1 (a)coswnx
	
Y	 Y ' a n-1,3..	
Yn
jw u e w	 (K-1)coshw	 a 0 (CO1 0 0 ln,l	 2n ,1 on	
coew x (2.29)
n	 w2n,lsinhw2n , la + wln,lcoshw2n,la
	 n
The quantity 01 (x,a+) is determined in terms of A lx . On the
microstrip, Elx , 0. Thus,
a^1
Elx ' 
-jwlAlx - ax ' 0
Integrating over x yields
x
No+) -j wl r Alxdx' + 01(0,a)
0 x fx
-jw1
J 	
aX ix
	
dx' + 01 (0,a)	 (2.30)
0 0
The term 0 1 (O,a) represents the D.C. value of 
01 
which is maintained
at E , as used in the static solution, for this and all other
0
iG..	 111.11- - 1-- 1.1-	 -1.	 nu,"r A
(coswe - 1) + 1e0 (2.32)
	
1	 aG2
	
G2	 K(Y) aY are continuous at y - a
r
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3
iterations. The function 
ax 
is found using the Lorentz condition:
aA	 aA	 aA	 aA	 aA
aA + 2y + a2Z 	axx + 2y - 
jsAz ^wyoe0K(Y)0
a
At y = a+, the solution for 
ax
becomes
BA
axe	 j91AOZ - 
DAA ly - jWlua eo0 (x,a+) (2.31)
After representing (2.31) as a Fourier series, substituting it into
(2.30) 0 and performiug the integrations, 0 1 is expressed as
	
+	 jw1	 aAl
	
01 (x ' o )	 2 (jalAozu - 
ay 2'^ - jW1Noeo0on)
n-1,3.. Wn
The next step is to solve for the new charge density p l . An
equation must first be developed to accomodate this task.
Consider a Green's function GI satis.°yiug
L Ot - (92 - K(Y)k2 )) G1	 6(x-x')$(Y-Y,)	 (2.33)
with boundary conditions
G1 is continuous at y - y'
G2 . Oaty-G, m
G2 . U at x - a, -a
Assume
cosw 8'
	[\^' An an sinhw2n ly coswnx	 U < y S a
n-1,3..
G2
	
	(ane wlnrly + Cnewln,ly) coswnx' 
coswnx	 a 5 y s y'
n-1,3..
COS IA; X' -W	 y
D 
	 a e ln,l cosw
nx	 y' y
where
W	 2	 2	 Y
wln,l	 v Wn	 lo,l + S1	 W	 w -
	
2n,1	 n Kko, + S1
so
The equations employed co solve for the unknown coefficients
use the boundary condition thaG lG1 is continuous at y . a, the
boundary condition that K(7-) a	 is continuous at y - a, the
boundary condition that G1 is continuous at y v y', and the intep
of (2.33) over y. Thus, the equations areF
t.
z
L--.
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f
Ansinhw2n,1 a - Bne-w In, la + Cnew
 in, la
Kw2a,lAncoshw2a,la - w1n,lBne , wln,la	
wln^la+ wln. ,l C e 
r	 ,	 r
Be wln,ly + C ewln,lY • D e wln'ly
II	 R	 n
-w	 y'	 -w	 y'	 w	 y'
wln,lDne ln,l - (- 
w1n,1Ba ln,l + 
w1n,lCne ln,l )
- 
1
After solving for the coefficients and letting the source point
y' a, the solution for G2 becomes
W
coswnx ' sinhw2n.lY
a(w	 sinhw	 a + K w	 coshes	 a) coswnx a 3 y
l	 n^1,3..
	
ln,l	 2n,1	 2n,1	 2n,1
(2.34)
a
m
	
COS wnx'sinhw
2a . 1me
 w ln,l a -w ln,lY
a(w	 sinhw
	 a + K w	 coshw
	
a) coawnx a < y
n-1,3..	 ln,l	 2n , 1	 2n,1	 2n,1
Next consider the following:
G2
n[
In [
2
a22 - (wn - K(y)kp 'l + 02, G2n
ay
ay22 - (wn - K(Y)ko,l + ad 02n3y
r	 1
I aG
	
a^
d	 2n	 1	 1 In	 +
	
1n	 +	 p
dy ^^ln ay	 - G2n ay I ° - 0lnd (Y-a ) + G2n a s(Y-a )
0
Integrating over y yields
1
aG2n - G 
8y
1 801n 	
- m (a+) + G1
 (a
+) 
Pln	 (2.35)aIn 3y
	
2u	 +	 In	 2n	 e0
52
1	 -
	
0 3G
2n - Gl 30 In is
	0
In ay	 2n 2y o (2.36)
Multiplying C2.36) by K and adding to (2.35) gives
34Dia-	
P
GZ K(Y) Byln
	
- min (a+) + G2n (a+)n	 n
Q	 o
Using (2.4)
P
G2n ( +)	 ^ln(a +) - j wI (1-K)G2n Alyn (a+a	 )	 (2.37)
0
S+.wming the Fourier components (2.37) results in (y - a+)
P
L.^ G2n en coswnx	 Ge min - jwl (1-K)G2n Al coewnx
	
n-1, 3..	 °	 n-1,3..0	
Yn]	 a
(2.38)
Equation (2.38) is thus equivalent to
/^1	 p	 W
7 GZ
 EI dx' - 0 I - jwl (1-K) ^ G 2 Alyncoswnx	 (2.35)
a
°	 u-1, 3..
Equation (2.39) is used to solve for the charge density pl.
The procedure in carrying out this assignment begins by substituting
4^.:1..r-11.1
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(2.32) for 0l. Alyn is substituted by the equivalent Fourier compo-
nent in ( 2.28). G 1 n is substituted, letting y - a, by
Gl	 sinhw2n.la
2n 0 wln,lsinhw2n,la + Kw2n,lcoshw2n.lo
As done previously, pl is represented by the form
P (')	 g° + 
glx,2 + g2x,4 + g3x,6
1
V1___; ,2
The integral on the left side of (2.39) is carried out by
making a substitution for G2. This substitution allows a rapid and
accurate convergence of the integral. The substitution is as
follows;
1 GZp ldx' - 2 f1 G0p ldx' + 21 1 (G1 - Go) Pldx'
f0	 0	 0
r1	 r1 m
J
G2p ldx' + J	 (G2n - G2n)pldx'coswnx0 1	 0 n=1,3..
a 2rG2 1 '+
J0
1= rcoswnx' sinhw2n.la2	 )u"	 -
On 1 3.. a(wIntlsinhw2n,la + Kw2n.lcoshw2n,la)s 
coswnx'sinhwna
a n (sinhwna + KCashwna) Pldx'coswnx
r1
	 m	 1
n J G2pldx' + 2	
Cn^ P
lcoswnx'dx'coswnx	 (2.4C)
nm1,3..0	 0
li.
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(^ 1
The integrals involved in solving for 2J GZp ldx' are identi-
0
cal ss the closed form approximation previously solved for in the
static solution. As n gets large, the value of C a quickly approaches
zero which facilitates a rapid convergence of the Fourier series
summation. The integrals involved in the summation are evaluated
using a Simpson ' s Rule approximation.
The charge density coefficients are determined sing (2.40) in
conjunction with (2.39). point matching at x -I 2 y and 1,
and solving the four resulting equations for the coefficients.
The current density Jlz is determined by first solving for a
relative current density Jlz,r and then properly scaling it to give
J
lz' Jlz,r has the familiar form
J(x')
	
Io + I lx' 2 + 
I2x'4 + 13x,6
n
lz,r
1-x'2
i
1
..	 v
From (2.3),
I7t - (B1 - a(Y)ko,l)] Alz,r - oJlz,r
where Alz,r is the relative value of Alz which is also correctly
scaled at a later point. Therefore, the solution of Jlz,r satisfies
the equation
^1
	1 	 ,	 Alz,r
	2 G1J	 dxlz,r	
m uo
0
(2.41)
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The Green's function Gi is next solved for. Gi must satisfy
the equation
1
r
Ci
l^
IV  - (82 - K(Y)ko ^l ) l Gi ' - 6(x-x')d(Y-Y')
	
(2.42)
with boundary conditions
1	 3lG1 and 3y are continuous at y = a
Gi is continuous at y = y'
Gi=0 aty=0,
Gi=0atx-a, -a
Assume that (y' - a)
costa x '
An 	 an 
sinhw2n,ly cosWnx	 y S a
G1 ®=1,3..
1	 costa x' -W
	 y
B	 n e ln,l costa x	 y> a
II	 a	 n
n-1,3..
where
2 - 2
	 2
Wln,1	 Wa	 o,l * S1
2	 2	 2
W2n,1	 w - Kkn	 0,1 + 61
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The unknown coefficients, An
 and B  , are found using equations
satisfying the boundary condition that Gi is continuous at y - a
and the integral of (2.42) over y. Thus,
Anainhw2n,la - 
Bne win,la
- win^iBna w 'la - w?n ^ lAncoshw2n.la - 1
The coefficients are readily found to be
A -	 1
•	
wln,l sinhw 2n,la + w2n,lcoshw2n,la
sinhw	 aWln,l0
2n,1
Bn	 wln,l sinhw 2n,la + w2n,lcoshw2n,la
Therefore, G1 is expressed completely as follows:
coswnx'sinhw
2a,ly
a 	 sinhw	 a + w	 coshw
	
a) coswnx y 5 a
1
	
n-1,3..	 ln	 2n,1
1G
r
'	 coswnx'sinhw2n,lae
wla,la-W ln,l	 (2.43)
^.+ a(w	 sinhw
	 a + w	 coshw	 a) coswnx y >, a
nml 3..	 ln,l	 2n,1	 2n,1	 2n,1
In (2.43) we let y - a and substitute this into (2.41). T
integral 2J
 GIJlZ,rdx' is carried out by making a substitutio
0
for Gi that given a simpler evaluation. This substitution is a
follows:
,j
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f
1	 1	 1
	
2
J 
GIJlz,rdx' - 2J G1Jlz,rds' + 2 	 1.G1 - G1)Jlz,rdx'
0	 0(^1	 0 m
2J G1Jlz,rdx' + 2n-1.0 1
r
- 2 G 
o
1Jlz,rdx, +
n E ^l Iainhw a
	
2 m	 2n.1
	
n 1 3.	 a^wln ,
lsinhw2n
, la + w2n,lcoshw2n,la)
-wna
sinhw as
	
n	
Jlz,rcoswnx ' dx'coswnx
awn
	
r1
	 m	 1
	
2J G0Jlz rdx/ + 2	 J AnJlz rcoswnx'dx'coswnx0	 n-1,3.. 0
1The integrals involved in solving 2 f G0Jlz,rdx' are identical0
as the closed form approximation previously solved for in the static
solution. As n gets large, the value of D  quickly approaches zero
which enhances the rapid convergence of the Fourier series summa-
tion. The integrals involved in the summation are solved by using a
Simpson ' s Rule approximation.
	
The value of Alz.r is chosen to equal 01	 displayed in
(2.32). This selection of Alz,r accomodates a simple solution to
Jlz.r and is shown to be a completely arbitrary specification.
The solution of Jlz r is carried out by performing the affor-
mentioned substitutions, creating four equations by point matching
at x - :2 , 4 , and 1, and and finally solving these equations
1
1	 0(G - Gln)Jlz,rdx,ln
0	 cosw x
n
1;3," Sara
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for the four unknown coefficients. Thus, Jlz,r is now determined.
The new and more accurate propagation constant 8 2 and charac-
teristic impedance Zcl are next determined. The first step in
accomplishing this is to calculate the total charge q 1 and total
relative current I 1T r on the microstrip. These tasks are carried
out using the integrals
1
qlT 2
J 
p l (x')dx' ' it (go + 2 q1 + 8 1 + 16 q3?
0
r1
IlT,r ' 20 Jlz'r (x ') dx ' - n(Io + 2 Il + 8 I2 + 16 I3)
0
in conjunction with the substitution x'	 sing'. On the
stripline,
E1z ' 
-JWlAlz + js201 ' 0	 (2.44)
As has been previously defined,
A 1 ' KAlz,r
	
(2.45)
where K is the scaling factor. By virtue of (2.41), it is seen that
Jlz	 Kilz,r
	 (2.46)
Combining (2.44) with (2.45) yields
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w1KAlz,r w 0201	 (2.47)
Using the previously chosen value
Alz,r m 01
(2.47). becomes
K a 82	 (2.48)w 1
In the same fashion as (2.17), upon integrating the continuity
equation over x, it is required that
8211T ' wlg1T	 (2.49)
Substituting (2.46) and (2.48) into (2.49) finally results in
F02 a wl 	 (2.50)
This is the new and more accurate value of the propagation constant.
Using 82 , a value of Keff 1 is solved:
S 2
z
Keff,l	 ko,l
The final entity calculated is 2 cl at the given frequency wl.
V	 W1(01(a) + jWl AlydY)
2	 1T
cl	 I 1	 0211T,r
,A
(2.51)
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Zcl is defined as the ratio of the line integral of E ly along x ' 0,
from 0 tar a along y, divided by the total z directed current I 1 on
the microstrip. This line integral, which is the total potential
difference between the ground plane and the microstrip, is found
from
a
V 1 '	 dy '(- jW1^l - 04)1) • dy
fo	 0
'f
a	
291	 (^a
o
(j W1Aly + 9y )dy - ml (a) + j W
lJ 
Alydy
 0
The total current is solved using the previously determined 62
and I1T,r.
^2
I1T KI1T,r	
W1 T.
Thus,
„.
a
The expression for 0 Alydy is easily evaluated using the equation
0
for Aly and letting 0 s y S a.
A property that should be noted is the independence of the
final results of S2 and Zcl on the assigned value to 
Alz,r' This
independence is evidenced in (2.47) where any assigned value of
Al 
z,z 
would just adjust the value of K. The chosen value of 11
61.
obviously simplifies the subsequent calculations. Once the value of
82 is determined. the scaling constant R can then be easily calcu-
lated.
Before the next iteration process begins for calculations of
new values of 6 and Z  at a new or same frequency, certain proce-
dures are taken. The values of the current density coefficients
are properly scaled by using (2.46) and (2.48). This yields
02
Jlz	
W  Jlz.r
The Fourier coefficients of J 1 and p l are calculated using the
equations
1
Jlzn w of 11z(x')coswnx'dx'
0
f
1
0-
pin	 apl(x')coewnx'dx'
along with the substitution x' - sinb' and a Simpson ' s Rule approx-
imation. An adequate quantity of these coefficients should be
calculated for proper convergence of future calculations using them.
An equation for A 1 is determined using the properly scaled
version of (2.41). We begin with
1
1
1	 ,
Alz 2uo O1 J lz^
0
[.^ uo0InJIncoawnx
n-1,3..
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Therefore, at y - a,
A (,x,a) - m
	
uo insinhw2n , 1	
cosw x	 (2.52)lz	 ^
n-1,3.. wln,lsinhw2n,la + w2a,lcoshw2n,la 	 n
where
w1n,1	 wn - ko,l + 51	 w2n,1	 wn Kko,l + gl
The Fourier series of 0 1 is next determined. Stating (2.39) in
complete Fourier series notation,
[[-
	 m
0
	 e	 Lr '2n01ncoswnx - jw1 (K-1)	 CZnAlyncoswnx
(2.53)
Upon substituting the previously solved Fourier coefficients into
(2.53), the final result is
m	 (pin - jwleo(K-
1)Alyn)01(x'a) -
	 e (w	 sinhw	 a + Kw	 coshes	 a) coswnx
n-1,3.. o ln,l	 2n,1	 2n,1	 2n,1
(2.54)
At this point in the analysis, the 1 level iteration has been
completed. All entities which are required for the next iteratiot.
have been solved for. The next iteration may fulfill one of two
tasks: it may improve the values of 6 and Z  by solving all of the
equations again with s2 replacing S, and keeping the frequency con-
stmt at w1 or it may solve for new values of $ and Z c by increasing
the frequency to a higher w 2 and using the approximate 9 2 at this
to
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new frequency. The iteration repeats at the location of the
solution of Aly with all enumerated iteration levels increased
by 1 and continues until the Fourier solution of the new m2
function is found. This iteration process may continue infinitely
with the frequency continuously increasing. Figure 2.2 summarizes
,tzd depicts the order of solution of the field entities in the
Perturbatiou-Iteration Theory.
This is the conclusion of the Perturbation-Iteration Method.
Chapter 3 presents data of various entities calculated from applying
the theory to different structures. It also cowpares certain data
to established theoretical and experimental data to exhibit the
validity and accuracy of this technique.
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Figure 2.2 Block Diagram of Perturbation - Iteration Method.
CHAPTER 3
CALCULAT'LONS AND RESULTS
The Perturbation-Iteration Method was used to find the
effective dielectric constant and characteristic impedance for
various combinations of K and dimension ratios H over a range
of frequencies. In each instance, the dimension A equals lOW or
10H, whichever is larger and H - lmm. This gives validity to the
assumption of using the side ground walls. The data is organized on
the following in tables which list the computed values of 
Keff and
Zc . Each table represents a specified combination of K and 1
ratios of the stripline structure over a range of frequencies.
Graphs of Keff and Z  are displays' to interpolate data between
calculated points and are organized with all combinations of the WH
ratios at each value of K shown on each graph. These graphs are
labelled as Fig's. 2.3 - 2.14.
The evaluation of the accuracy of the numerical procedure used
in this thesis is difL.cult because of the lack of good data to
compare the results with. Xuester and Chang have noted that there
are large variations in computed values for the effective dielectric
constant as presented by different authors 1181. This lack of data
has thus limited the verification of the accuracy of the numerical
procedure used to that of a few special cases.
Figure 2.15 illustrates a graph which compares data calculated
from the Perturbation-Iteration Method with data taken from the
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following sources: a fullwave analysis by T. Itoh and R. Mittra 1141.
a dispersion model analysts by W. J. Cetsinger 110], an improved
analysis of 1101 by T. C. Edwards and R. P. Owens 1191, and experi-
mental data 1191. The Perturbation-Iteration Method compares very
favorably with all of this previous work for the special case of
K - 10.15 and three values of H . In the ' Table accompanying
the figure 2W and H are givan in millimeters. In Fig. 2.11 the
results are compared with computations made by Jansen for K - 949.
Jansen's results were read from the graphical data presented and
multiplied by 1.01 to make the results equivalent to those obtained
for K - 10 using the Perturbation-Iteration Method. The two sets
of results compare ver/ well for 1 - 1. For H - 0.5 and 0.25
Jansen's results appear to be approximately 1% higher (this con-
clusion is subject to the error in reading data from the curves
and may not 'e correct). The effective dielectric contact at
zero frequency, as obtained from Wheeler's approximate theory, Is
also shown for H - 0.5 and 0.25 in Fig. 2.11. These values lie
below those calculated using the Perturbation-Iteration Method and
seem to suggest that the latter are most likely very accurate.
Examination of the tabulated data shows that for wide strips
and large dielectric constants at higher frequencl ,!s the numerical
procedure used converges to a value for the effective dielectric
constant that is larger than that of the substrate. This is a
clear indication that a 4 term expansion of the charge and current
distribution along with poit.t matching at 4 points on the strip
ra
1
I
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in the interval 0 to 1 is inadequate for wide stripe and large
dielectric constants. The region where the results become inaccu-
rate are mostly in regions outside of those of practical interest.
For example with a substrate having K - 10 a substrate thickness
of 0.25mm would be appropriate in which case the 5 Ghz data in
Pig. 2.11 becomes 20 Ghz data (the frequency scale must be multi-
plied by 4 because of the reduced height).
It can be seen that some of the dispersion curves for the
larger values of 
H in Fig's. 2.5, 2.7, 2.9, 2.11, and 2.7.4 show
a second inflection point. This marks the region where the numer-
ical solution begins to become inaccurate. The boundary of this
region has been marked by a broken curve in these figures. The
data beyond these boundaries is not believed to be accurate.
The limitations noted above are not due to any failure of the
Perturbation-Iteration Method but is due to the over simplified
numerical procedure adopted to solve the integral equations. By
using Galerkin's method or the method of least squares along with
additional terms in the expansions fcr the charge and current
distributions results that are valid over a wider range of
parameter values could be obtained.
In the region where the results become inaccurate the calculated
current and charge distributions no longer have the expected
behavior. This is seen in Fig's. 2.16 - 2.19 where graphs of the
charge and current are displayed for sufficiently accurate and inac-
curate expansions. The graphs only indicate one-half of the micro-
't i
._,_.,:..v...	 ._.	 ^,..	 __...: . .
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strip as the entities are ay=etric around the origin. The Per-
turhation-Tteration Method is generally valid for values of Keff
up to approximately Ax. The range of frequencies where Keff
is valid also contains, valid values of 2c.
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Figure 2.15 Comparison of Keff vs. frequency plots.
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This thesis has developed a Perturbation-Iteration Method for
analyzing microwave striplines. The theory began with the static
analysis being developed followed by the higher order analysis.
The static analysis was developed by using two static Green's
functions. The higher order analysis was developed using three
frequency dependent Green's functions and satisfying the frequency
dependent wave equations. Extensive tables and graphs of computed
values of 
Keff and Z  over a range of frequencies was presented
for different structures. Data was also presented which compared
the method with previously developed methods and experimental data.
The comparison showed that the results were accurate to at least
1% over most of the parameter range of practical interest.
The Perturbation-Iteration Method is a relatively easy method
to use as it contains no transcentental dispersion equations that
must be solved. Rather, it employs a set of equations which, when
solved simultaneously, produce answers for 6 and Z  directly and
which satisfy the field requirements of the structure. The ease of
using this method is also enhanced by the fact that it calculates
values based on ratios of the stripline dimensions. Therefore,
once one set of dimensions are used for computations, other structures
with the same dimension ratios can be directly analyzed by employing
a frequency scaling. An example of this feature is a structure with
microstrip width of 2 units, height above the ground plane of 1 unit
107
1­a
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and frequency of 1 GHz has the same characteristics as a structure
of microstrip width 1 unit, height above the ground plane of 0.5
units, and frequency 2 GHz. This scaling feature enhances the
value of the method greatly.
Over the course of developing the method, another method was
developed which proved inadequate. It used a perturbation series
which expanded 8 in odd powers of frequency. It initially solved
for a higher order solution. The static solution was identical as
used in the Perturbation-Iteration Method. The higher order
solution used the same static Green's functions as the static case
along with frequency dependent sources. The method proved to be
unsuitable as the computed values of 8 and Z  did not converge
to any exact values because they were dependent on the dimension a.
This dependence led to the abandonment of the metnod in favor of
the•Perturbation-Iteration Method.
The validity of the numerical procedure used, holds over a
broad range of frequencies but, becomes less accurate as the fre-
quency is raised to high values. As the width of the microstrip
is increased, the range of frequencies where the method is accurate
decreases. However, the range of frequencies where the method
becomes less reliable is also the same range where higher order
modes propagate down the stripline. These ranges of frequencies
are not actually practical for use and thus are not a serious
limitation to the effectiveness of the procedure for practical
stripline structures.
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The Perturbation-Iteration Method is a very practical method
and can be applied in related areas. The theory can be modified
to accomodate different structures such as slotlines and coplanar
waveguides. The accuracy can be enhanced by adding extra cief-
ficients to the charge and current density expansions which will
make the theory valid over a hroader range of frequencies. The
Theory could be extended to separate and then solve for each mode
of frequencies where multiple modes propagate. The method could
also be reformulated to solve for 3 and Z  in the Fourier
transform domain in a similar fashion as the fullwave analysis
referred to in Chap. 1. It is believed that the loss in accuracy
y high frequencies is due to the use of a four term expansion
charge nd current distribution on the strip along with
matching at four points along the strip. Other numerical
urea can be used to remove this limitation. Never the less,
mple procedure used is adequate for striplines of the type
ly used in practice.
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